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MINUTES OF WORKSHOP MEETING OF KISSIMMEE UTILITY AUTHORITY, HELD WEDNESDAY,
JUNE 22, 1988, AT 6:00 PM, BOARD ROOM, ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, KISSIMMEE, FLORIDA.

Present at the meeting were Chairman Hord, Vice-Chairman Gant, Secretary Bobroff, Assistant Secretary
Lowenstein, Director Jones, Director Van Meter, Attorney Brinson, General Manager Welsh, Recording
Secretary Fitzgerald.

A. MEETING CALLED TO ORDER at 6:15 PM by Chairman Hord. He noted that Director Van Meter
would be leaving the meeting early due to another commitment.

1. LONG RANGE POWER SUPPLY STUDY

Mr. Welsh began by stating that this workshop is one of the most important because the Board
will be making decisions and giving directions that will affect long range implications for the utility for 5, 10,
15, 20 years into the future. Due to the fact that the material to be presented is lengthy and complex, it will be
confusing but by the end will be clearly stated. He introduced Max Alderman, Manager of Generation &
Transmission, as Project Manager on this study, and Myron Rollins, Project Manager for Black & Veatch.

Mr. Rollins stated that Lud Funke of Black & Veatch is present and has done a great deal of
detail work on the project. The study was presented in detail by Mr. Rollins, including transparencies showing
graphs detailing projections for various scenarios through the year 2007. Material was distributed to the Board,
including a full set of copies of each graph and outlined scenarios. Mr. Rollins detailed the following topics:

- Review of Previous Workshops
- Economic Evaluations
- Financial Evaluations
- Sensitivity Analyses
- Recommendations

Each topic was outlined in detail with Mr. Rollins answering questions from the Board
throughout the presentation. Lengthy discussion took place during each individual segment with Mr. Rollins
clarifying each option available to the KUA to provide adequate power supply now and in the future.

Director Van Meter left the meeting at 7:00 PM.

The probability of participation at a partnership level with OUC (Orlando Utilities
Commission) in the Stanton 2 project was discussed in detail. Also discussed at length was the Indian River
Combustion Turbine Project.

The meeting recessed at 7:53 PM for a brief period and reconvened at 8:12 PM.

Mr. Rollins outlined the financial evaluation. The model which they created was essentially to
model KUA's financial statement, incorporating the information it contained. It includes all of the cost of
system operation, distribution, O&M (operation & maintenance), transmission, A&G (administrative &
general), power supply alternatives. He explained that it does not tell you what rates are but does tell you what
the cost of power is. The Board asked for details of what we need to buy and at what cost. Mr. Rollins said we
would need input from our Financial Advisor and Black & Veatch would need input from the Board as to what
level they want rates set. Discussion continued.

James Schuster, Manager of Finance & Administration, said he had not had an opportunity to
thoroughly review the document prepared by Black & Veatch but he feels it kept pretty much with the financial
plan on the designations for the first four years. Our philosophy was to maintain certain rate levels and whatever
excess we generated we retained. The cost of power is forecasted lower than what we had in our 5-year plan,
consequently we probably generated more cash on this first four years if we kept maintaining our rate structure.
Then the designations will be liquidated at that time.
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An Implementation Plan was presented with the following options to be considered "now":

A. FPC Purchases
B. Stanton 2 Up to 100 MW
C. Indian River CT 18.7 MW
D. Diesels (New Or Existing Site)
E. Buy Site
F. FMPA IDO (Integrated Dispatch and Operations) Project

Options to be considered "Later (Mid 1990's)" included:

A. Install Combustion Turbines
B. Joint Participation in Other Coal Unit(s)
C. Load Management

Each option was discussed with Mr. Rollins pointing out the advantages and disadvantages. Mr.
Welsh explained that staff is requesting direction from the Board as to the option(s) they wish to be considered.

Director Bobroff moved that key person or people of KUA staff meet with Orlando
Utilities, both on the possibility of participating in Curtis Stanton 2, advising them of our
interest in participating with them and to meet with the people at the Orlando Utilities
Commission to express KUA's interest in participating in the expansion of the Indian River
Combustion Turbine Project; and of equal importance, further moved that competent people
on our staff meet with Florida Power Corporation to negotiate a long term power contract with
as advantageous a program as they obtained, hopefully, similar to our Schedule D right now.
As to the other items, D., E. and F., he suggested that we let those lay dormant for a little
while (a month to two months) to see what is happening in the first three. Director Gant
seconded.

Discussion followed with Mr. Welsh and Mr. Rollins answering questions from the Board
relating to the various options.

Chairman Hord amended the motion to go with A., B., C. and "C. Sub-l", which is
to look at regulatory and the possibility of new diesels or purchasing something from an
adjacent utility. Director Bobroff accepted the amendment, seconded by Director Gant.

Motion Carried 5 - 0

Mr. Welsh said staff will be proceeding to discuss with our Financial Advisors some of the
implications if there needs to be bonding. In addition, in terms of purchase power, contract evaluation and
feasibility study on particular units, we will probably be needing some engineering analysis support and this
would be brought to the Board on an as-needed basis. Director Hord clarified the fact that nothing would be
done on items E. and F.

2. CHANGE OF FUTURE MEETING SCHEDULE

Mr. Welsh asked for discussion concerning the meeting calendar. Due to conflicts, the meetings
scheduled for July 6 and 14, Budget Review workshops, and the July 13 Facilities Planning workshop need to be
changed. Following discussion, July 20, 5:00 PM, was scheduled for the Budget Review workshop meeting, and
July 27, 5:00 PM, scheduled for Facilities Planning workshop meeting.
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B. ADJOURNMENT -  Meeting adjourned 9:40 PM


